MEMBER REPORTS FOR MARCH 19, 2019

COUNCIL MEMBER SPIVEY

- TOMORROW, 3RD ANNUAL NEIGHBORHOOD ACTION COMMITTEE (NAC) MEETING FOR THE FAC CHRYSLER PROJECT, AT THE SAMARITAN CENTER LOCATED AT 5555 CONNER (GYMNASIUM) AT 6:30 P.M. THERE WILL BE A VOTE FOR THE NAC MEMBERS

COUNCIL MEMBER MCCALISTER

- MENTAL HEALTH TASK FORCE ROUND TABLE MEETING, MICHIGAN VETERANS FOUNDATION, 4626 GRAND RIVER FROM 3:00PM – 4:30PM

COUNCIL MEMBER CASTANEDA-LOPEZ

- HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE THIS SATURDAY TO CALL FOR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE REMAINING $10M IN COMMUNITY BENEFITS
- APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR THE GDYT. TO APPLY FOR HER OFFICE SPECIFICALLY, USE CODE C10003. SHE BELIEVES THERE ARE ABOUT 4 OR MORE OPENINGS

COUNCIL MEMBER LELAND

- ANNUAL “DEFEND OUR NEIGHBORS” TAX FORECLOSURE PREVENTION WORKSHOP, SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 2019, FROM 10AM-1PM, ST. SUZANNE CODE/ROUGE COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER

COUNCIL PRESIDENT JONES